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Another prediction of the sa.me theory which could be tested experimentally was the existence of the antineutron. Additional interest arises from the fact tha.t charge /conJugation has somewhat less obvious consequences when appUed to neutral particles than it has when applied to partiCles with electric charge.
The purpose of this experiment was to detect the' annihilation of antineutrons produced by charge exchange from antiprotons. Beca.use the yield 'of antineutrons was expected to be low, a relatively large £lux of antiprotons was required. Protons· of 6.2 Bev energy bombarded an internal beryllium targ.et of the Bevatron (Fig. 1 This instrument is similar to the one used in a previous experiment on anti-. 2 protons.
A I-in. lead plate is placed between SI and S2 to convert high-ener3Y UCRL-3S33 gamma rays which could otherwise be confused with the antineutrons.
Ordinary neutrons and n~utral mesons (heavier than pione) can l"e detected by the Cerenkov counter but their average Ughtpulse la, much smaller than that from the annihilation of an antineutron. However. a relatively small . background of these neutral secondaries would distort the apparent spectrum· of antineutrons.
To disc:-rimtnate against these neutral secondaries, the charge-exchange converter. X. was made of a scintillating tOluene-terphenyl solution, viewed by four photomultipliers connected in ·parallel. In this way neutral particles producing pulses in the Cerenkov counter ("neutral events'" could be separated according to whether they originated in an annihilation, indicated by a large pulse ·in X, or in the les8 violent process e~pected to accompany the charbeexchange production of an antineutron. A quantitative cr1terion· for this separation is derived born a comparison between the pulse-height spectra in X, shown in Fig. 3 particle produced a pulse In C, the histogram of Fig. 3 gives the pulse-height distribution • . . The difference between the soUd cu~ve and the histogram is remarkable in that it shows that the rare interactions that produce neutral particle s detected by the Cerenkov counter release much less energy in X than the other unselected interactions. In fact, the peak of the histogram is at a smaller pulse beiGht than that which corresponds to the ionization 10$8 of a noninteracting antiproton (SO Mev). ,'Thls is what we should expect if the neutral particles were anti-/ neutrons,' for in this case no nucleonic annihilation could take place in X. Conversely. production of other energetic neutrals should exhibit the it is apparent that even high-energy neutrons could not produce a spectrum like the solid h~otogram of Fig. 4 .
To determine the number of y rays incident on SI' the lead between 51 and 5 Z was removed. The number of neutral events per incident antiproton increased by a. factor ot 7. From the known probability that a single high-energy y ray would be transmitted through 1 in. of lead without converting (3% for a "V-ray, energy of 300 Mev). this observed increase shows thatonr neutral events contain at most ZO% of v .. ray background before selection on the basis of pulso height in X.
The lead glass Counter C is very sensitive to y rays and insensitive to ionization losses by slow particles. The desirability of comparing the spectra of antineutrons and antiprotons obtained with an entirely dHier,ent typ':! of detector led us to repeat the eJcpcriment with Counter C replaced by a liquid scintillator. This ccintiUator, Z8' in. thick and 5 it 3 in volume. was large enough to detect a substantial part of the energy of an amlihilation event. Fo:;..· this e~qjeriment the thickness of the lead converter ~etween 51 and S2 VIas increased to 1.5 in. As before, the antineutron detector was calibrated with.
antiprotons. The pulse-height distribution of antiprotons in the large acintiU;:'.tor is given by Fig. 6 . The noninteracting antiprotons produce the sharp peak.
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The solid smooth curve in Fig. 1 is thesoUd curve of Fig. 6 , obtained by correcting the pulze height by 70 Mev toward lower energy because antiprotons ionize before interacting in the scintillator. Sixty neutral events . were obtained (Fig. 7) after selection with the same criterion as before on the pulse height in, X. Again the selected ne~tral ~pectrum and the antiproton r .
spectrum are in agreement, althougl1 not so strikingly as with the le.ad glass.
The 'sixty seleeted events apparently inclune . some contamination. This interpretation is confirmed by the E1hape of the spectrum in X for all neutral events (Fig. 8 ). There are now many more neutral secondaries from inclaatic collisions of antiprotons than there were in the experiment with the lead glass., and the separation between antineutrons and background is therefore not GO good.
The larger number of neutral secondaries is probably to be attributed to the greater sensitivity of the scintillator to neutrons. 'ana~o tranamiSsionof the'detector can be calculated, and is found to be aho\.lt -500/0. From:th13 'observed antineutron yield the mean free path for charge c~cch~.l.1"\r:~ ':of~the type 'detected is aboutZ300 g/cm Z of toluene (C 7 H a ); or, in oth~r \+~ord.r., the. exchange'cros" section 'is about Zo/" of the annihilation cross section for this, materi-al. This corresponds to a cross section of approxilX)ately 3 mi'Uib:irn3 In carbon £or·thb;proc~es.
The generous suppo~t of many groups, including the Bevatron oper·n::titt:~ group under Dr. Edward J. Lofgren, is greatly appreCiated. Fig; 2. Antineutron-detecting system. X is the charge-exchange scintillator;
, Sl and S2 are scintilla.tion counters; C is a lead gtals Cerenkov counter (later ,a large scintillator). . ' \' :.:'7,}, -'7';1.' . .F -: , . . .... . .
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